(LC596)
Leadership role - Accounting and Finance Recruitment - Reading - 60000 + package
My client is a boutique finance recruitment agency founded in 2011 and based in Central London. Over the past 7
years’, they have grown into one of the most respected boutique search and recruitment firms, are now a multimillion turnover business and have an office in New York.
They recruit qualified accountants from mid range to senior positions, including FCs, CFOs and FDs into
Commerce & Industry on a permanent and interim basis.
The permanent salary ranges are typically from
£40,000 to over £300,000 per year. Interim day rates range from £250 to £2,000. They work with some amazing
clients ranging in size from FTSE 100 and 250 corporations to small to medium sized enterprises.
They are looking to set up an office in Reading and need a Leader to do this. To that end they are looking for an
experienced Accounting and Finance recruiter who knows the local market or one who will immerse themselves in
that market quickly. They do recruit into clients based in the Thames Valley so it’s not completely cold and they
do have a plan and the financials in place to develop and grow this market.
You would have full management responsibility including the hiring, training and developing of a small team
initially with a plan in place to grow the team out in time. You will be hands on in developing new business as
well as managing key accounts with full autonomy to drive the business forward. In this you would be 100%
supported by the Founders and MD.
The successful candidate will be an experienced, senior level Accounting and Finance recruiter looking for a new
challenge. This is an amazing opportunity for someone with ambition to step up, shape the business and have
significant impact on business growth. There are massive growth plans for the next 5 years’ including UK and
international offices and you will be rewarded with a competitive basic salary, transparent and uncapped
commission and benefits including real equity opportunities.
For further information please call Louise on 020 3889 1673 or email louise@gsr2r.com

